Hi Jennifer
Thank you very much for committing your precious time to this AMA for our community here.
I want to first of all congratulate you on your business success and also commend you on your science cafe initiative. It's inspirational to see women like you rising up as role models for the next generation of potential scientists and entrepreneurs. Well done.
I have 3 questions.
1. What inspired you to start the science cafe idea? How did you fund it? Do you plan to replicate it elsewhere?
2. How is it like working for your dad? I have never had the privilege of working with a family member and wonder whether it has been a positive experience and if there are challenges.
What next? As an entrepreneur, what is your next challenge and goal?
Thanks again in advance. mvea 1) I got the idea to host a science cafe on Cape Cod because as a member of the American Chemical Society (ACS), I became aware of their science cafe mini-grant program. The ACS offers ~$300 to local sections who want to host a science cafe. I applied for a mini-grant in 2011 to host an International Year of Chemistry (IYC) Science Cafe titled "Protecting the Waters on Cape Cod". I was encouraged by another ACS local section member to plan an additional three science cafes that year using IYC themes with available funding directly from the local section. suhmyhumpdaydudes I would suggest Mechanical Engineering; offers the best fit for the type of work you are anticipating (Naval nuclear power plant engineer) and plays an integral role in industry R&D.
Hi Jennifer, thanks for doing this AMA.
I work in the oil and gas drilling industry and in some areas we have our field employees wear little H2S gas monitoring units. These units count down from 18 -24 months (cat remember which) upon activation. Once the counter reaches zero, the unit is to be disposed and a new one used.
What component is expiring? bdrilling33
It's the electrochemical cell that is expiring.
Hi Jennifer,
As a successful woman working in chemistry, could you perhaps shine some light on how you feel about women in STEM and chemistry in particular?
My wife has her Ph.D. in Physical Chem and has been searching since 2010 for industry work and has had zero offers. Some people have said it's because she finished her post-doc in 2008, some say it's because she's a woman in STEM. She's very frustrated as you might imagine.
What is your take on discrimination against women in STEM? Given that there is quite a bit of competition, especially when it comes to creating something like a handheld PID, how did you manage to stay ahead of the curve? You mentioned that when you joined the family company, you lost a large client, and your patents began to expire -this only increases the amount of competition you would have, so how did your family company manage to stay afloat? are you doing better now? do you have more high profile customers? boxedblue We stayed afloat by exploring different markets rather than trying to solely compete in the saturated PID market. We acquired some businesses (a high precision gas blending balance manufacturer and an energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence manufacturer) while continuing our R&D efforts in the field portable instrumentation markets and focused on expansion into the process instrumentation space. What sets us apart from the competition is our ability to build customized solutions. Since we serve the chemical manufacturing industry, we have always had high profile customers.
When did your interest in science start?
Karadra
My interest in science came from my father. From a young age I enjoyed accompanying him to an annual science fiction convention in Boston (BOSKONE). I still enjoy attending BOSKONE with my father.
I've always wanted to be an inventor and have my own company.
What advice would you give for someone who already has a couple of ideas and wants to start a company but is still in grad school? I'm already involved with a startup but they don't yet have enough money for me to support myself working there. When scaling up a business, make sure that your personnel are cross-trained and able to handle multiple job functions-this is critical to survival at a small business and makes employee sick days/vacations seamless for your clients. Consider using contract employees until you are certain that you can afford to take them on permanently.
Hi Jennifer, Its great to speak with analytical chemists around the world, they understand the struggle, especially with analytical instruments.
I work at Argonne using instruments including the GC, GC-MS, and ICP-OES. My question is, what are the prospects for a young chemist starting a small business using handheld GC technology? How is QA/QC handled with such devices? They likely will never be as precise as benchtop GCs but I have a real interest in their portability and cost.
DichloroMeth
We manufacture a highly accurate hand-held PID-based GC (Model 121). We will have an FID version available later in 2017. Please contact me to discuss your application/pricing etc. http://www.linkedin.com/in/jenniferlmaclachlan SCIENCE AMA SERIES: HI REDDIT! I AM JENNIFER MACLACHLAN, A SMALL CHEMICAL BUSINESS OWNER AND SCIENCE CAFÉ FOUNDER. ASK ME ANYTHING ABOUT ENTREPRENEURIAL
HAPPENINGS OR TIPS IN THE CHEMICAL SECTOR. : REDDIT
Hi Jennifer, I have seen a lot of people complain about the amount of EPA and/or similar regulations are "killing business". Is this something that you see in your line of work? Is there any truth to these claims? Do you feel like there is to much regulation or not enough?
Thank you for taking time to answer my question.
Gray_party_of_2
Our ability to serve the safety/environmental monitoring/industrial hygiene sectors depends on EPA/OSHA regulations-businesses buy from us because they have to be compliant. Certainly more air monitoring regulations means more prospective business for us in these areas.
Thanks for the AMA Jennifer! Any plans to roll the science cafe out to other communities? Any tips to someone starting a science cafe in their city?
nicnacks Science cafe startup advice: Get as many community partners as you can to participate so they can help you cross promote the event, use free newspapers listings/cable tv/social media to get the word out about your event, find a free venue to keep your costs low and find an engaging topic (chemistry of beer, chemistry of wine were two of our best topics!) and knowledgeable speaker(s).
Have you ever had a climate change denier come into your science cafe and if so what happened when they were there? NOFXInfinite I hosted a Climate Science Cafe Series last June 2016 (3 events in 3 different locations-2 on Cape Cod and 1 in Boston) and there were some self-identified climate science deniers who attended, but the questions/contributions to the conversation were constructive/productive and fortunately not disruptive or disrespectful.
How does your product compare to the Draeger (in either function or capability)?
(I was a damage control officer in the 90s, so Draeger gas test kits are about the limit of my knowledge of gas detection)
DonLaFontainesGhost
In comparison to the Draeger, our HNU PID has a wider range, long lifetime lamps including the 11.7 lamp and a larger library of compounds that can be detected by PID.
What makes some food "hot" actually hot? (Hot as in hot sauce). What direction can you point a recent grad with a BA in chem (and a BS in business) towards a career? I'm finding it very difficult to find much and I'm routinely getting shut down on my applications without any industry experience.
Currently working at a bank as a financial analyst but I don't want to give up the chem route by staying away for too long...
Wild_Dingleberries
Are you currently a member of the American Chemical Society? If yes, I can make some recommendations for how to get more out of your membership including building your 'chemistry network'. If no, I would urge you to consider joining. Please connect with me if you wish to discuss further: http://www.linkedin.com/in/jenniferlmaclachlan
Could you describe your products a bit more for non chemists? Like the "hand-held photoionization dectector".
RandomRobot
My company, PID Analyzers manufactures hand-held toxic gas detectors that protect people who are working in potentially hazardous environments.
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